Shalom Dear Donors and Friends of the Olim Fund of the Land of Israel,
What a joy it was at our recent meeting for our Board to be able to distribute more than $10,000 to resolve the very
urgent survival level problems of 13 different olim (Jewish immigrant) families and individuals spread throughout
this wonderful Land of our inheritance. On behalf of these hurting dear ones, our Board members and our now
more than 30 representatives, we thank each of you with all of our hearts for your generous and faithful response
that has made this wonderful outreach a continuing and growing reality.
The details of this month's distribution are summarized in the attached report. You may notice that many of the
gifts are in the same converted dollar amount of $704 which happens to currently be equal to 3,000 Israeli New
Shekels. The reason for this is that we have capped our dental assistance at this level, and often, except in extreme
cases of need we try and keep many of our other gifts at this level. The rationale for this policy is to allow us to
distribute your generous outreach among as many qualified and hurting families as we possibly can within the
limits of our donation base.
As you can see from these different situations as noted in this report, we deal with a wide variety of needs, many of
which are heart wrenching.
There are only so many ways to say thanks. Please consider this to be our most sincere expression of them all.
With God's richest blessings,
Bob Fischer
Founder and General Manager
The Olim Fund of the Land of Israel
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Olim Fund of the Land of Israel
Monthly distributions for July, 2007
Family
Size

Location

Monthly
Income

2

Poriyya

$1,032

1

Kiriat Yam

7

Ashdod

6

Ashkelon

$962

1

Ashdod

$622

$496

$1,188

Overview of Situation Funded
The seriously ill head of this family has had his current dentures for more
than 20 years and they no longer fit making eating very painful, further
exacerbating his other health problems. This gift will provide him with
new full mouth dentures from our Tiberias clinic.
This 44 year old single man suffering with diabetes is in life threatening
need of a kidney transplant, a donor of which is not available in Israel. A
donor has been located in his native Russia but he can’t afford this travel
cost. This gift will provide him with most of the cost of round trip air
tickets.
This large family with five young children recently moved into an
unfurnished apartment since the head of the family suffered a disabling
work accident and is now receiving only marginal support from the
government. This gift is to provide limited furnishings for the children’s
rooms and some short term help with food and clothing.
This mother and her five young children were abandoned by the head of
the family who is now providing very limited support for his children. This
gift is to provide food, clothing and other survival needs.
This widow who lives along on a small pension is unable to pay for
urgently needed dental care. This gift will resolve her immediate problem.
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Gift

$704

$704

$939

$587

$704

3

Kiriat Shmona

$949

6

Migdal ha Emek

$528

4

Hadera

$821

2

Livnim

$986

2

Arad

$1043

This now divorced father of two very young children was abandoned by
his alcoholic wife. He is now caring for his children while trying to finish
his training as a computer programmer. A job awaits him in three months
after he graduates. In the meantime he must pay for expensive day care and
other related expenses for his children, along with his own heavy school
expenses.
The mother of five children was the principal wage earner before she
suffered from breast cancer requiring radical surgery. She has now lost her
job and at best will not be able to look for another for at least six months.
She will not begin to receive help from the government for at least three
months.
The head of this family is now a recovered alcoholic looking for work.
During the time of his treatment the family was unable to pay for even
their minimum survival. They are now threatened with eviction and the
soon termination of their utilities.
The 52 year old head of this family is suffering from stage four prostate
cancer and is unable to work. A side effect of his radiation therapy has
been severe sleep apnea and he urgently needs a machine to help him
breath at night. He also must pay for some medications which are not
provided by his government insurance. His wife is working part time in
Tiberias but must travel some 12 miles to and from work each day creating
a large travel expense.
This wife of a holocaust survivor has a set of worn out full mouth dentures
that need to be replaced so that she can once again eat without pain.
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$939

$657

$704

$1,291

$704

1

Haifa

nil

5

Karmiel

$925

1

Arad

$548

This divorced 45 year old woman works in a drug rehab center as a
volunteer where she receives room and board but no salary or help from
the government. She urgently needs dental care to resolve her constant
pain.
The head of this family of five has been unemployed for several months
and only recently found a full time job. As a result, they have fallen far
behind in rent and utility payments, and even more urgently, the mother is
in constant pain from dental problems that need immediate attention.
This 100% disabled woman is confined to a wheelchair and needs
immediate dental care to treat her many pain causing problems.

Total monthly distributions

4

$704

$704

$704

$10,045

